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Overview
Thailand stands strong
In Thailand, businesses remain confident, undeterred by an uncertain trade environment and downtrodden
economic conditions. Though a strong baht has affected export performance and tourism1, this hasn’t
dampened enthusiasm for the country’s economic prospects. In August 2019, the Thai government
announced a USD10 billion economic stimulus package2 that many believe will provide an extra boost to
the economy.

State of play

What you need to know

Optimism at home and abroad

1

32% of Thai businesses expect to grow by at least 15% in
the next year, compared to 22% globally.

Thai business leaders' growth expectations for the short and medium-term surpass those of their peers in
other parts of Asia-Pacific (APAC) as well as globally. 32% of Thai businesses are high-growth companies,
meaning they expect to grow by 15% or more in the next year.

2

92% of businesses expect growth to continue over the
next five years.

The overwhelming majority of Thai businesses are also upbeat about their prospects for global trade,
though corporates have become slightly more conservative about their forecasts over the last one to two
years. China and Japan remain Thailand's most important trading markets, while trade with the US is also
increasing.

3

Improvements in productivity (cited by 41% of Thai
companies), the quality and availability of suppliers and
raw materials (40%) and investment in technology (38%)
are among the key factors fuelling business optimism.

Key contributors to expectations of sales growth over the next year
External factors
40%

41%

Improving your productivity

Improvements in logistics and transportation

38%

Investing in technology

New markets opening up

37%

Introducing new products/services

36%

Transformative technologies in your sector

What your business can do

Internal factors

Quality and availability of suppliers and raw materials

38%
34%

Ability to attract investment/secure financing

30%

Increasing interest in sustainability

25%

Business restructuring

29%

Government incentives for investment opportunities

25%

Expanding to new digital platforms and channels

Focus on productivity. This is the factor most Thai
businesses see as critical to growth.
Consider moving into new markets. 33% of Thai companies
are adopting this strategy to counter potential threats.

26%

Look beyond your own operations. 27% of Thai businesses
are reviewing their suppliers or investing in higher quality
raw materials.

1
2

https://www.thephuketnews.com/panel-slashes-gdp-forecast-yet-again-73116.php#k5z1zPz3vX82CmtH.97
https://www.ft.com/content/2e8749e0-c22c-11e9-a8e9-296ca66511c9
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Trade outlook
A source of growth, a force for good
Thai business leaders are resoundingly positive about prospects for international trade.
94% of companies have a sunny outlook, with smaller firms and service businesses even
more enthusiastic. Thai businesses are also more likely than most to see international
trade as a force for good, with nine in 10 (94%) believing it will drive innovation, provide
new business opportunities (93%) and raise incomes (91%).
China is ahead of Japan and the US as the most important trading partner for Thai firms,
who are attracted primarily by the availability of new suppliers and partners in China as well
as for its culture of innovation.
Markets such as Singapore and Australia have also increased in importance for Thai
businesses. Meanwhile Thai companies that are predicting strong growth are also targeting
markets further afield such as Canada, Austria and France.

Future trading expansion markets over the next three to five years
Asia-Pacific

Europe

North America

1.

Mainland China

28%

1.

France

9%

1.

United States

2.

Japan

22%

2.

United Kingdom

6%

2.

Canada

8%

3.

Hong Kong

14%

3.

Austria

5%

3.

Mexico

3%

4.

Vietnam

10%

4.

Belgium

4%

5.

Australia

8%

5.

Germany

3%

6.

Cambodia

8%

6.

Italy

3%

7.

Switzerland

3%

What you need to know
1

China and Japan are Thailand’s top two trading
partners.

2

29% of Thai businesses plan to trade in Europe over
the medium term, and 25% in North America.

3

Thai traders are most attracted to countries that
encourage innovation or provide a gateway into a
neighbouring region.

18%

What your business can do
Think about the US. 18% of Thai companies plan to
expand there in the next three to five years.
Digitise your supply chain. Faster speed to market (cited
by 41%) and better access to international customers
(38%), are the top benefits that Thai firms are looking to
achieve through supply chain transformation.
Seek out partners in countries that plan to strengthen
their trade with Thailand, notably Malaysia, Singapore
and Indonesia.
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Protectionism and geopolitics
External challenges force firms to get creative
Thai businesses are feeling the impact of geopolitics more strongly than companies affected in any of
the other markets surveyed.
Businesses have been creative in finding ways to address these challenges. Four in 10 (43%) have
turned to online business models. Around a third (36%) have developed local partnerships, and a similar
proportion have changed trade routes. These initiatives are more widespread in Thailand than globally.
Thai businesses also feel the effects of protectionism more heavily than their global counterparts.
84% of businesses feel that governments in their trading markets are becoming more protective of
domestic businesses.

What you need to know
1

Almost nine in 10 (88%) Thai businesses feel the impact
of geopolitical uncertainty; 35% feel this very strongly
compared with 25% worldwide.

2

Two-thirds (66%) of Thai companies believe they make
a net gain from protectionism, compared to 11% that feel
an overall adverse impact.

Protectionist measures like rising tariffs, tougher regulations and restrictions on foreign ownership are
the most commonly cited downward effects. However, there are two sides to the coin. Of those who
see protectionism as a trend, two-thirds of Thai businesses believe it works in their favour.

Ways in which businesses are coping with geopolitics

Global

Thailand

Asia Pacific
28%

Taking more business online

30%
26%

Developing local relationships/
partnerships/joint ventures

Changing trade routes

Taking steps to secure supply
of raw materials/energy

Increasing capital reserves

3

22%

36%
33%
32%

25%
21%

Cutting costs (cited by 36%) and entering joint ventures
with local companies (35%) are the most common
responses to protectionism cited by Thai businesses.

43%

What your business can do
Consider taking more business online. 43% of Thai
businesses are adopting this strategy in response to
trade tensions.

31%
26%

23%
24%

31%

Join forces. Partnerships are among the most common
solutions to overcome protectionism and geopolitics.
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The sustainable future
Enthusiasm and hurdles on the road to better business
Thai firms are increasingly recognising the importance of sustainability and the benefits it brings.
Around a third (35%) see it as essential to their long-term viability and a similar proportion are leveraging
sustainability measures to improve operational efficiency.
Over the next five years, Thai businesses expect to see rising expectations from consumers (41%),
governments (40%) and investors (39%), which will deepen sustainable practices even further.
Thai companies are addressing and monitoring their performance across a range of sustainability
indicators, spanning governance, social factors and the environment. They also report high engagement
with the UN's Sustainable Development Goals, with 89% of Thai businesses saying they believe they
have a role to play in delivering results. This is the second highest proportion across surveyed markets.
However, the transition will not be straightforward unless businesses can find the right expertise and
support. Four in 10 (41%) Thai businesses say they lack the understanding and knowledge to effectively
integrate sustainability into their operations; while many businesses point to a lack of support and advice,
and challenges of adopting new technologies (both 36%).

Invest in technology, innovation and infrastructure to improve sustainable production

Thai businesses perceive greater challenges to
sustainability efforts than their global peers, citing a lack
of knowledge and support as hurdles.

2

Sustainability plans over the next five years predominantly
include investment in energy efficiency, sustainable
production and employee wellbeing.
More than nine in 10 (95%) Thai companies offer, or
are planning to offer, flexible working, in-house support
groups and other employee wellbeing policies.

49%

Promote employee health, wellbeing and safety

45%

Improve energy efficiency and source more clean energy

44%
40%

Collaborate with suppliers to improve their own sustainability performance
Reduce waste generation through prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse

38%

Encourage workplace diversity and equality

37%

Improve sustainable sourcing of more eco-friendly raw materials

36%

Support charitable, social or community initiatives

36%

Report environmental, social and governance footprint/metrics to all stakeholders

1

3

Sustainable investment priorities over the next five years

Invest in technology to monitor supply chain for greater visibility/traceability

What you need to know

What your business can do
Seek expert advice from trade bodies on drawing up and
implementing your firm's sustainability strategy.
Connect with suppliers to improve sustainability efforts.
40% of Thai businesses have plans to do this.

32%
28%

Prioritise your workforce. Initiatives to improve wellbeing
can foster loyalty and productivity.
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Breakthrough tech
Businesses look to AI for transformation
Thai businesses have big expectations for transformative technologies. Looking ahead to
the next five years, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning are the platforms most
often cited as having a transformational impact. In fact, Thai businesses are much more
likely to cite the potential of AI (43% rank it as one of the most important, compared to 25%
globally). AI is expected to generate improvements in the quality of products and services,
as well as boost productivity.

What you need to know

Robotics and 5G – the second and third highest rated technologies – are also linked with
higher productivity. For Thai firms, one of the largest benefits of adopting robotics is believed
to be cost reduction, while one of 5G’s top benefits is boosting business transparency and
compliance.

1

Looking overseas, Thai businesses see the US as the world’s technology hub for data
security and AI. But neighbours in APAC rate highly too. China is seen as the key hub for 5G
and Japan is cited by Thai firms as the top hub for robotics and IoT.

2

Technologies businesses think will be important over the next five years
AI and machine learning

43%

Robotics

30%

5G
23%

Internet of Things

17%

Facial/image recognition technology

14%

Augmented/virtual/mixed reality

10%

Blockchain

Thai companies identify the US (45%), Japan (42%), and
China (41%) as leading hubs for AI.

What your business can do
Evaluate transformative technologies and the impact they
could have on your business.

10%
8%

Wearables

None of the above

Thai companies view AI and robotics as the technologies
that will have the largest impact on their operations;
contrary to their global peers who cite data security as
their most significant technological investment.

28%

Data security

3D printing

3

More than half of respondents believe AI will improve
productivity and the quality of products and services
over the next five years.

6%
3%

Seek out partnerships in markets that are global
innovation hubs.
Ensure your technology investments are backed up
with strong data and cybersecurity strategies. 51% of
firms who feel they will be impacted by data security
technologies say it will help them improve business
transparency and compliance.
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The HSBC Navigator survey, which is the largest of its kind, is conducted on behalf of HSBC by Kantar. The study gauges sentiment and expectations of businesses in the near to
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Data visualisations based on the following:
Page 2: companies who expect their sales to grow in the next
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Page 3, 5 & 6: all companies. n=201
Page 4: companies who are impacted by geopolitics.
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